Relationship
banking in a
post-pandemic
world

When COVID-19 drove more of our lives online, even traditional customers who regularly visit
their local bank were forced to go digital. As social restrictions ease, will customers return to
in-branch banking? What role does interpersonal human connection play in digitally reimagining
a better banking experience for all customers, regardless of their digital-savvy?
Let’s look at the data to discover why relationships and personal experiences will be key to
bridging the divide between branch bankers and digital customers everywhere.
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1.

primarily prefer
in-person interactions
More likely to be:
• Age 60+ (3.7x more
likely for “entirely
in person” customers)

Banking
behaviors

3.0%

• From a rural area

Entirely in person

How did people prefer to engage
with their bank before the
pandemic and what changes have
they made since it started?

8.9%

Mostly
in person

22.9%

Entirely digitally

24.7%

Mix of digitally
and in person

40.6%

1/4

Mostly digitally

rely equally on
banking in person
and digitally

2/3

interact with banks
entirely or mostly digitally

More likely to be:
• Ages 45–60

Preferred banking
interaction style

• From a rural area

More likely to be:
• Ages 30–44
• From an urban area,
especially “entirely digital”
customers

Impact of COVID-19
Overall changes to
banking style

Change by audience
Some

None

54.4%

51.5%
20%

Some

47.7%

Some

Signiﬁcant

33.1%

40%

Signiﬁcant

Signiﬁcant

26.3%

None

None

15.3%

Some

None

23.4%

19.3%

Signiﬁcant

40%

28.9%

Customers who already
banked digitally

Customers who banked
both digitally and in person

Customers who banked
mostly or totally in person

Since the start of the pandemic,

60%

With many branches operating
in a limited capacity, up to

80%

of customers say that they’ve had
to adjust the ways they interact
with their bank.

of customers who prefer to
bank in person have changed
their banking style.

2.
Understanding
customer choices

Digital preference drivers

What drove preferences for in-person vs.
digital engagement before the pandemic?

76.7%

24/7 availability

66.9%

It’s usually faster

64.8%

It’s easier in general

45.1%

I can take my time
I have more control

33.1%

No human interaction

32.9%

In-person preference drivers

15.6%

It feels more secure

I can get answers to
complex questions

53.1%

It feels more secure

Digital interactions are driven by
convenience, speed, and ease.

45.7%

I like the personal attention

36.8%
35.5%

It’s the way I’ve always banked
My bank is part of my
community

27.0%
26.0%

It’s easier in general

23.4%

It’s usually faster

In-person interactions are about security
and deeper relationships.

In-person vs.
digital activities

In person (branch or ATM)
Calling (customer service)

Preferences
26%

Online (desktop or mobile)
35%

4%

27%

11%

70%

51%

24%

54%

2%

50%

Open a new
account

Apply for
a loan

47%

Get ﬁnancial
advice

67%

26%

7%

50%

26%

Deposit
checks

5%

24%

7%

Apply for a
credit card

Dispute a
transaction

The branch plays an important role in
acquisition and other more complex advisory
activities where a personalized experience
can be valuable.

3.

89%

Check my
balance

More frequent but transactional
banking activities like checking
balances are primarily done online.

Future
predictions

Do customers expect the pandemic to create
lasting change in their banking behaviors?

Anticipated changes
While customers who prefer to bank digitally plan to continue their
digital engagement as is, many customers who prefer the in-person
experience expect to sustain or even grow their increased digital
engagement in the next 6–12 months.

In the next 6–12 months, I plan to bank…
Entirely or mostly digitally
Mix of digitally and in person
Mostly or entirely in person

Usually, I prefer to bank…
Entirely digitally

89%

Mostly digitally

88%

Mix of digitally and
in person

49%

Mostly in person

37%

Entirely in person

14%

10%
10%

49%

28%
52%

Planning for increased digital engagement:

1/2

of customers who prefer to
bank entirely in person

<6%

3/4

of customers who prefer
to bank mostly in person

of people overall feel they will be banking mostly or entirely in person,
either by choice or because of an inability to engage digitally.

Forward-looking
customer choices
Top 3 reasons for engaging in person
over the next 6–12 months:

Mix of digitally and in person
I can get answers to
complex questions
It feels more secure
I like the personal
attention

Mostly in person

42.3%

Entirely in person

It’s the way I’ve
always banked

55.6%

It feels more secure

It feels more secure

53.7%

It’s the way I’ve
always banked

54.3%

38.6%

I like the personal
attention

These customers rely on
branch employees to address
complex questions.

50.0%

It’s usually faster

75.0%
58.3%
50.0%

These customers are driven by emotion—
seeking peace of mind and avoiding change.

The opportunity
The local bank branch and its knowledgeable staff often play an essential role in complicated,
long-term banking activities, from applying for a new loan to getting ongoing ﬁnancial advice. While
transactional engagement will be increasingly automated, the need for personalized support and
education in complex activities isn’t going anywhere. And as the pandemic rattles our economy,
customers need expert counsel more than ever.
Opportunity lies in inventing new, seamless digital-to-in-person banking experiences that offer all
clients the care, personalization, and guidance they need to become meaningful, long-term customers.
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COVID-19 Consumer Pulse Survey
In May 2020, Hero Digital surveyed 1,600 people about their digital behaviors, their spending habits, and
their preferences for interacting with their ﬁnancial institutions—and how these all may have changed as a
result of COVID-19. All data displayed is drawn from this proprietary study.
© Hero Digital 2020 All Rights Reserved.

2%

2%

35%
34%

1%

